Teckell.®

Italian design looks forward

SCOPERTA

AROUND THE WORLD, BEYOND TIME AND TRENDS
Teckell transcends time with iconic objects and enduring materials. Even spatial boundaries disappear. Entirely Made in Italy, the unique pieces in the Collections travel around the world to integrate seamlessly into any setting, any place, any style, on any continent.
Teckell reinterprets the great classics, transforming them into living objects. Solid wood – natural, elegant and enduring – is among the materials that elevate the Collections. For all those who embrace sustainability as the true form of contemporary luxury.
Teckell looks to the future, consistently developing technological solutions for ever-more-innovative designs. Form and function align, and the technology is laid bare, in all its perfection, behind pure, exquisite crystal.
NERO

A trend untouched by time.
Expressions of elegance and understatement, black and minimalist design dominate in the Teckell collections. Even the logo is discreet: the brand is apparent in the skillful attention to every detail, inherent to its Italian artisan DNA.
Gold is the timeless token of luxury and beauty. With fine gold-plated finishes, the objects in the Teckell Collections narrate centuries of Italian craftsmanship and are the consummate synthesis of luxury design that embodies the dreams of modern-day royalty.
Marble, in its most prized forms, like Marquina and Calacatta, is a material of undeniable excellence, always dear to Teckell. Marble components exalt the beauty of timeless objects: unique, rare, true works of art.
A tireless quest for elegance and excellence meets a passion for contemporary style. Metal updates and lends individuality to every Teckell product, making it the perfect complement to furnishings already attuned to future trends.

**TECKELL PIECES**

- **T1.1**
  BILIARDO COLLECTION
- **ADAGIO**
  TAKTO TIMEPIECES
- **STRATEGO**
  SCACCO COLLECTION
Made-in-Italy inspires Teckell to cross borders and challenge design conventions. Come see our Collections in person, for an unforgettable experience. We look forward to welcoming you to our showrooms scattered around the world.
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MADE IN ITALIA
Teckell's soul is held in the hands of select Italian maestri artigiani. These artisans cut the crystal, carve the wood and shape the metal with care. They give Teckell's artworks the creativity and the touch that only a human hand can provide.

PATENTED BY TECKELL
All designs and details are engineered by the company's own R&D department. Every piece is realized with cutting-edge tools and technologies. Innovation and design blend to create artwork for living.

APPROVED BY PROFESSIONALS
Tested by professionals, certified by fine luxury experts. Perfection found in the details, in the minimal approach of clean lines, exact angles, exquisite materials selected with care.